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The Routledge Handbook of Public Transport is a reference work of chapters providing
in-depth examination of the current issues and future developments affecting public
transport.  Chapter 11, “Public Transport Evaluation,” was written by EBP’s Naomi Stein
and Glen Weisbrod.

Most public transportation investment and operation decisions are made by considering
the benefits, costs and impacts of proposed actions, via processes that  may be formal or
informal. This chapter shows how public transport agencies around the world have
successfully evaluated public transport plans, policies and programs. They span bus, light
rail, BRT and heavy rail lines and systems. They also include capital investment,
operations, pricing and other implementation policies. The discussion covers both
forward and backward looking evaluations. “Ex post” (backward-looking) evaluation
measures impacts of existing projects and services, which makes it possible to optimize
current efforts and learn lessons for future designs. “Ex ante” (forward-looking)
evaluation calculates the expected impacts of proposed projects and services, which
makes it possible to select the most efficient and effective choices among available
decision options.

For public transportation, evaluation is particularly important and complex because
public transportation is a service operated for the public as well as an infrastructure
investment. Several different kinds of measurement and modeling methods can be
applied to evaluate public transportation projects and programs, depending on the
context. They range from benefit cost analysis to economic and social impact studies,
and their applications encompass the effectiveness of public transportation schemes in
addressing transportation performance goals or to assess achievement of broader
financial, efficiency, equity, environment and economic development goals. This chapter
provides a framework for public transportation planners and operators to identify
evaluation needs and approaches for addressing them.

The handbook is available for purchase in both e-book and hardcover formats on both
the Routledge website and on Amazon. The attached file available for download (shown
in the upper right) is an Accepted Manuscript of a book chapter published by
Routledge/CRC Press in The Routledge Handbook of Public Transport, May 2021,
available
online: https://www.routledge.com/The-Routledge-Handbook-of-Public-Transport/Mulle
y-Nelson-Ison/p/book/9780367418724. “
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